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Controllable quantum spin precession by Aharonov–Casher phase
in a conducting ring
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We investigate quantum spin transport in a structure of a conducting ring embedded in a textured
electric field with two leads, and obtain an exact solution for the problem. The spin precession
induced by the Aharonov–Casher phase is studied. It is shown that the spin-polarized current and its
polarization orientation can be controlled by the electric field. As a result the modulated polarization
orientation is a function of the geometric phase which originates from spin–orbital interaction in the
ring. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1644914#
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In recent years quantum spin transport has attracted
siderable interest because of its potential application in se
conductor electronics and quantum computation.1–3 How to
control or modulate the spin-polarized current is an imp
tant step in the investigation of the spin coherence in e
tronic systems. Datta and Das4 proposed a spin field-effec
transistor~FET!, in which the spin polarization of charg
carriers precesses when the charge carriers are transm
through a two-dimensional~2D! semiconductor channel be
tween a ferromagnetic spin injector and a ferromagnetic s
collector. It is well known that, in semiconductor heter
structures, spin–orbit or Rashba interaction creates sp
orbit splitting of the conduction electron energy band. Su
splitting produces spin precession while the electrons p
through the semiconductor channel. Experimentally, Ras
coupling can be adjusted by an electric field such that a s
polarized current injected from the source can be spin dep
dently modulated on its way to the drain by an exter
gate.5,6 Other proposals were reported recently.7–11 However,
more sophisticated structures are conceivable in which
rent modulation could arise from spin interference.

The conventional Aharonov–Bohm~AB! effect is antici-
pated to modulate the charge current. A nonuniform m
netic field may also control the polarization orientation of t
spin current.12 The Aharonov–Casher~AC! effect13 origi-
nates from spin–orbit coupling between the moving m
netic polar and electric fields. It is expected to implement
spin current modulation manifested by the AC effect. Qu
tum coherent transport in a structure of an AC ring with tw
leads has been discussed by many authors.14–18 It was found
that AC flux can lead to interference phenomena such as
flux with observable AC oscillation in the conductance. W
the electric field as a parameter, it is expected that one
study the precession of spin current for electron interfere
manifested by the geometric properties of the ring. In t
letter we establish a connection between the quantum
polarization orientation and spin precession in quant
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transport in an AC ring. It is shown that spin precession c
be controlled through the external electric field by means
the AC effect. We present an exact solution for the probl
and focus on the spin aspect of quantum transport. Ass
the ring is embedded in a symmetrically textured elec
field with arbitrary tilt angle as shown in Fig. 1. In the A
ring, the magnetic moment of charge carriers is influenced
the electric field through spin–orbit interaction. There is e
ergy splitting between spin-up and -down electrons. The
cal spin orientations on the ring are determined by spin
clic evolution over the ring. When electrons travel throu
each arm of the ring, the wave functions of electrons acqu
a spin-dependent Aharonov–Anandan~AA ! phase,19 which
is the geometric part of the AC phase. Without specifying
direction of spin-polarized injection, we calculate the sp
dependent transmission coefficients analytically. Within
Landauer framework of ballistic transport,20 it is shown that
the spin-polarized current and its modulation of polarizat
can be controlled by the electric field via the AC phase. O
result shows that the AC ring can act as a tunable spin sw
by adjusting the electric field.

In the ring, the one-particle Hamiltonian for noninterac
ing electrons with momentump is given by

H5
1

2m S p2
m

2c
s3ED 2

, ~1!

wherem5gmB is a magnetic moment of the charge carri

FIG. 1. ~a! Effect of a symmetrically textured electric field on the AC rin
The arrows indicate the incident, transmitted, and reflected current flow~b!
Spin transistor geometry: an AC ring with two leads connected to the fe
magnetic source and drain sandwiched between two electrodes.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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mB is the Bohr magneton,g is the gyromagnetic factor,c is
the velocity of light in vacuum, ands i ( i 51,2,3) is the Pauli
matrix. The linear term of the electric field in the Ham
tonian,s•~EÃp!, represents the spin–orbit coupling. In th
cylindrical coordinate, the textured electric field can be w
ten asE5E(cosxr̂2sinxẑ). The eigenfunctions of Hamil-
tonian ~1! are given byCn,651/A2peinfj6 with

j1[S cos
b

2
,eif sin

b

2 D T

, j2[S sin
b

2
,2eif cos

b

2 D T

, ~2!

whereT stands for the transpose of the matrix, and6 de-
notes spin up and down along the direction of unit vec
V5~sinb cosf,sinb sinf,cosb!. b is defined by the func-
tion tanb[v1 /(11v3) with v1[(mEa/\c)sinx and v3

[(mEa/\c)cosx. The corresponding eigenvalues a
En,65\2/2ma2(n2FAC

6 /2p)2, where n is an integer.

FAC
6 52p6f0 @f05pAv1

21(11v3)2# are the AC phases
which are acquired while the two spin statesCn,6 evolve in
the ring in the presence of the electric field.13

Assume that electrons are free in two leads and h
momentum\k. The energy is given byE5\2k2/2m. When
an electron is transported along one arm in the clockw
direction from input intersection A, it acquires AC pha
FAC

6 /2 at output intersection B whereas the electron acqu
phase of2FAC

6 /2 in the counterclockwise direction alon
the other arm. The total phase, therefore, isFAC

6 , when the
electron goes through the loop. In the ring the electric fi
may change the momenta of electrons into the same en
as that in the leads for two different spin statesj6 , i.e.,
k1

65k1FAC
6 /2pa and k2

65k2FAC
6 /2pa, where subscripts

1 and 2 denote the clockwise and counterclockwise dir
tions, respectively.a is the radius of the ring. It is worth
pointing out that (k1

62k2
6)pa5FAC

6 are independent of the
momentum of incident electrons. The differences in ph
lead two branches of wave functions to intervene at the o
put intersection (x ranges from 0 topa in two arms of the
ring!. The wave functions in two arms of the ring can
written as

C15 (
a56

~c1,aeikx1d1,ae2 ikx!eiFAC
a x/2pajaS 1

x

aD , ~3!

C25 (
a56

~c2,aeikx1d2,ae2 ikx!e2 iFAC
a x/2pajaS 2

x

aD . ~4!

We have assumed that a polarized electron is injected
the left electrode from the ferromagnetic source and trav
in the x direction. The corresponding spin state of the
jected electron isC i5(cosa,sina)Teikx. Generally the wave
functions in the two arms can be expressed in terms of
reflection and transmission of electrons. The wave functi
of the electron in the left and right electrodes are

C l5C i1~r ↑ ,r ↓!Te2 ikx, C r5~ t↑ ,t↓!Teikx, ~5!

wherer s and ts are the spin-dependent reflection and tra
mission coefficients, respectively.

In the Landauer framework,20 the quantum mechanica
transmission amplitude is related to two-probe conductan
The spin-dependent conductance through the ring may
expressed in terms of the transmission probability,Ta

5utau2, as Ga5(e2/h)Ta . To calculate the transmissio
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probability through the AC ring, we use the local coordina
system for each circuit such that thex coordinate is taken
along the electron current.17,21The origin of each local coor-
dinate is taken at each intersection. The choice of the or
of the coordinate is trivial because it only affects an ex
phase factor of the transmission amplitude. Thus the Grif
boundary condition22 states that the wave function is con
tinuous and that the current density is conserved at each
tersection. After some tedious algebra, we obtain the tra
mission coefficientt,

t5
i sinkpa sinf/2

sin2 f/22~coskpa2 i /2 sinkpa!2 S cos~a2b!

sin~a2b! D . ~6!

The corresponding transmission coefficient is given by

T5ut↑u21ut↓u25U sinkpa sinf/2

sin2 f/22~coskpa2 i /2 sinkpa!2U2

. ~7!

The transmission probability was obtained for two spec
cases by Choiet al.17 For instance, whena5b/2, cn,2

5dn,250. In this sense only the component ofj1 remains
and there is no spin flip. Our general expression shows
the transmission probability is independent of the incid
spin state. Both expressions in Eqs.~6! and ~7! are deter-
mined by the AC phase, the spin and kinetic states of in
dent electrons, and the electric field. It should be noted
there is a special case where the transmission coeffici
become zero which implies that all incident waves refl
from the ring when sinkpa50. To illustrate the main physics
in the present problem, we present some numerical calc
tions for several physical quantities. For an InAs ring w
a51 mm, the Fermi velocity vF is approximately 3
3107 cm s21 and ka'60.16 It is interesting that the trans
mission probability is only determined by the decimal part
ka. The number is tunable fork and the size of ringa. Thus
we takeka560.239 in the numerical calculations.

Employing the Landauer formula, the spin-resolved c
rent is given byj s5VGs5V(e2/h)Ts . An interesting ob-
servation is

j e[ j ↑1 j ↓5V
e2

h
T, ~8!

which is determined by the AC phase as well as by the rad
of the ring. It depends on the energy of incident particles
is independent of the initial spin state. Therefore, the elec
field can modulate the transmission charge current thro
the AC phase. In Fig. 2, we plotj e versus the magnitudeE
and the direction anglex of the electric field. For a specific
sizea and incident momentumk, we find that the transmis
sion charge current oscillates with the electric field for
arbitrary x. From two explicit expressions fort↑ and t↓ we
observe that, after going through the AC ring, the elect
evolves from the spin state~cosa,sina! into a new one
@cos~a2b!,sin~a2b!#. The spin current along theSz axis is
given by

j s[
mB

e
~ j ↑2 j ↓!5V

emB

h
T cos 2~a2b!. ~9!
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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From Eq.~9! it is evident that the transmission polarized sp
current is controlled by tilt angleb as well as by the modu
lation, analogous to the transmission charge current.

To see this modulation clearly, we introduce a dime
sionless quantityPz to describe the polarization along theSz

spin axis of current transmitted through the AC ring, which
defined by

Pz[
j ↑2 j ↓
j ↑1 j ↓

5cos 2~a2b!. ~10!

Pz is independent of massm and momentum\k of the inci-
dent charge carriers for largeka. This is an important advan
tage for device applications.Pz is similar to thespin injec-
tion rate defined in ferromagnetic/semiconducto
ferromagnetic heterostructures,23 and can be measure
experimentally.Pz is simply determined bya2b only. For
incident stateC i , the spin-polarized tilt angle is 2a and Pz

5P0[cos 2a. We see thatPz is modulated byb. In this case
the current transmitted is modulated just by the AC ph
and is spin independent. We plotPz vs E andx in Fig. 3 for
the case ofa50. From the definition ofb, it is equal tox
when electric fieldE is very large. It is obvious thatPz

approaches a constant with an increase of electric fi
strength for a certain angle. This mechanism is different fr
that in Datta and Das’s proposal, where the difference
phase of two spin states determines spin precession. In
letter, the role of phase differences (k1

62k1
6)pa5FAC

6 of
two spin eigenstates between the source and drain just
trols the transmission coefficients and does not affect
spin polarizability.

FIG. 2. Charge currentj e with unit Ve2/h variation with respect to electric
field E with unit \c/ma and its direction tilt anglex with unit p.

FIG. 3. Spin polarization of charge current along theSz spin axisPz with
respect to electric fieldE with unit \c/ma and its direction tilt anglex with
unit p.
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This theory can be applied to a simple device to cont
the polarized spin current following Datta and Das’ propos
The semiconductor heterostructure is replaced by a cond
ing ring to connect the source and drain. Gate voltage
applied to control the electric field’s effect on the rin
shown in Fig. 1~b!. In this case one hasE52Eẑ, i.e.,
x5p/2. Assume a spin-up electron~a50! is injected from
the ferromagnetic source and passes through the AC r
The tilt angle is simply written asb5arctan(mEa/\c). The
polarization orientation of the transmission current can
tuned by the electric field explicitly, i.e.,Pz5@1
2(mEa/\c)2#/@11(mEa/\c)2# . For a large electric field
of E@\c/ma, we haveb→p/2 and P521. The polariza-
tion orientation of the incident electron with spin up can
flipped into spin down. One of the advantages of the pres
device is that either the transmission probability or t
modulation of polarization of current transmitted can
tuned by the electric field. Nittaet al.18 proposed a similar
device in which the spin interference effect can be expec
in the AB ring with uniform spin–orbit interaction. The
phase differences between spin-up or -down waves in
ring are calculated, and the calculation shows that the
dynamic phase is important in interference between oppo
spin waves.
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